The spectrum of right bundle branch block as manifested in electrocardiographic body surface potential maps.
A wide spectrum of types of right bundle branch block (RBBB) were studied utilizing the body surface potential maps (BSPMs) of 37 children. Although the spectrum varied from very advanced RBBB to minimal partial RBBB, a common diagnostic feature was the absence of evidence for right ventricular breakthrough in the maps of all patients. Evidence for left ventricular breakthrough was usually seen, the exceptions being five patients with partial RBBB and one of 29 with advanced RBBB. The appearance of evidence for activation of the right ventricle by way of the septum was late in onset. In addition, especially in advanced RBBB, the BSPM pattern reflecting right ventricular activation was prolonged in such a manner that it appeared that utilization of right ventricular Purkinje tissue was minimal and inefficient. The BSPMs during ST-T, which were of inverse polarity, reflect repolarization that is determined by the sequence of depolarization to a greater degree than in the normal. In general, the more extensive the surgery, the more advanced the RBBB (as reflected in the BSPM), although there were exceptions. The one parameter that linked all patients with RBBB together was the absence of evidence for right ventricular epicardial breakthrough.